Study Words for Sixth Graders

This list includes 50 challenging sixth grade words and, to extend learning, 50 challenging seventh grade words. A student who learns these 100 words will be well prepared for a sixth grade classroom bee. A student who learns the study words from the School Spelling Bee Study List will be well prepared for a school spelling bee. A teacher may access the School Spelling Bee Study List by logging into spellingbee.com and visiting the Student Materials section.

blizzard  imitate  pungent  elegant
virtue  larceny  jealousy  stratosphere
antelope  altogether  trespass  telepathic
blatant  toilsome  hurriedly  calzone
confection  perturb  muscular  jubilant
realty  delved  envoy  syllable  juvenile
ingredient  cleave  vegetarian  fajitas  accrued
fanzine  mischief  damageable  allergenic  duress
widget  interpret  brochure  barracks  matrimony
recruit  exotic  punctual  technician  parasite
airborne  laborious  condiment  remorseful  desperately
peruse  defunct  hostile  emphasize  chickabiddy
genius  audience  fascinating  conjure  onslaught
eclipse  thermostat  impel  animation  puree
unreadable  pyramid  serenade  frivolous  competently
defiantly  carnival  hydrogen  intercept  allocation
acrobat  evidence  ecstatic  disappoint  pristine
clarinet  microphone  leisure  pursuit  gourmet
plague  sequel  municipal  lullaby  adequate
tourism  carpenter  nocturnal  livelihood  potassium
waiver  replete  schooner  embryo  ulterior